IAS welcomes Rob Axtell

We are happy to welcome Robert Axtell from June 13th – June 24th at our institute. During his visit he will be delivering a number of lectures on a range of topics. Axtell works at the intersection of economics, behavioral game theory, and agent-based models and will give a lecture on June 15 at IAS.

More information on the event

First joint IAS and DSC fellow starts

IAS and the Data Science Center (DSC) of the University of Amsterdam (UvA) are joining forces in a new joint fellowship for (teams of) researchers interested in exploring the intersection of data science and other disciplines. The first fellow of the new program, Dr. Davide Ceolin, will start his fellowship at the IAS on June 17.

Read more about his fellowship
New AI groups hosted at IAS

Starting in June, every Tuesday IAS will host varying groups of researchers interested in the challenges and implications of the digital transition. This will include members of the AI, Media & Democracy Lab, the RPA Human(e) AI and others interested in collaborating. The group will be convened by the group of UvA's AI University Professors, facilitated by Claes de Vreese and Natali Helberger who are also part of a larger research consortium 'The algorithmic society'.

Read more about 'the algorithmic society'

Cooperation Agreement between the UvA and CBS

On May 31st UvA and Statistics Netherlands (CBS) renewed their Cooperation Agreement. During the day at IAS the core team looked back at the first years of successful collaboration. They celebrated the successes already achieved and looked ahead together to strengthen the existing collaboration and explored the involvement of possible new participants.

ERC Advanced Grant for Han van der Maas

UvA professor and IAS Management Team member Han van der Maas has received the European Research Council (ERC) Advanced Grant. The project is highly interdisciplinary and expected to stimulate future scientific research on cascading transitions in other disciplines, such as climate research, and to have a significant impact on practices in conflict management, healthcare, and education.

Read the full article

Upcoming events

Agent-based modelling in economics and finance: past, present and future (on-site)
Seminar by Rob Axtell
15 June 2022, 15:30 - 18:30

Human Health Complexity (on-site)
Seminar
All upcoming events

APPLY FOR A FELLOWSHIP AND JOIN US!
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